Management of radial scars found at percutaneous breast biopsy.
To determine whether percutaneous biopsy can safely differentiate radial scars (RS) that can be followed from those that require excision. Retrospective analysis of prospectively collected data regarding 15 986 biopsies was performed at the Centre Hospitalier de l'Université de Montreal between October 1995 and December 2003 and yielded 227 RS. The type of biopsy, number of cores, and mammographic characteristics were recorded. Only lesions with surgical pathology or 24 months of mammographic stability were considered for analysis. Subgroup analyses were performed for patients who underwent 14-gauge core biopsy (CB), 11-gauge vacuum-assisted biopsy (VAB), or both. Among the 14-gauge CBs (n = 176), data were available for 144 (81.8%); among the 11-gauge VABs (n = 51), data were available for 40 (78.4%). Thirty lesions had 14-gauge CB followed by 11-gauge VAB. RS were associated with cancer in 19.6%, with a high-risk lesion in 20.1% and a benign lesion in 60.3%. Overall, 4% of cancers were missed (5% for 14-gauge CB and 0% for 11-gauge VAB), and cancer was underestimated in 22.2% (25% for 14-gauge CB and 16.7% for 11-gauge VAB). One (3.7%) additional cancer was found when benign radial scar on 14-gauge CB underwent subsequent 11-gauge VAB. Cancer was associated with 37% of RS presenting as masses but with only 17.1% of distortions and 12.3% of microcalcifications. If benign radial scar is found on 14-gauge CB, further evaluation is needed with 11-gauge VAB or surgery. Our data support mammographic follow-up for RS that are benign on 11-gauge VAB.